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A Vector :rror-Correctlon Model of Money 

and Price Dynamics In New Zealand 

Introduction 

Whether monetary polley has Important impacts on real activity has been an enduring 

source of dlscu$slon in Keyneslan-monetarist-classical debates on money, prlces,and 

business cycles In modern Industrial economies. Since the publication of Sims' influential 

article on Granger causality relationships between money and income in 1912. the use of 

vector autoregression (VAR) time series models, as, for example,ln Hsiao, Sims (19S0a,b. 

1966). Thorton and Batten, Litterman and WeiSS, or Bernanke. has gained prominence among 

appUed macroeconomlsts as an empirlcal tool for evaluating monetary impacts. These 

models focus on the major features of the economy, such as the money supply, the price 

level, real output. interest rates, and a faw other variables. with only minimal restrictions on 

their dynamic interactions. 

Unfortunately. seemingly small changes in the specification of autoregressive models 

have yielded conflicting answers to the money-prices-real activity question. Stock and 

Watson (1987b}. Christiano and ljungqvfst, and Ohanian. among others, have suggested 

recently that this dilemma may be du~ In part to failure to adequately evaluate the time 

series characteristics of the data or take into accou nt the Implications for model specification 

and hypothesis testing of nonstationarity due to unit roots common among aggregate 

macroeconomic variables (Stulz and Wasseliallen. Nelson and Plosser, Hall, Stock and 

Watson (198S)). 

Of particular interest in this regard is that advances in understanding time series data 

which are nonstationary because they contain unit roots have recently brought to light a 

stronger relationship between postulates of economic theory and time series properties of 

the data than had previously been recognized. The underlying concept is that economic 
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variables linked bylong~run equilibrium relationships should not drift too far apart over time. 

Slnceft~n$fationaryrJeries with independent unit roots have no tendency to move together 

inthefong"'run. independent unit roots are inconsistent with exIstence of long-run 

equutbrJum. Consequently, 'if there are long-run equilibrium relationships among the 

variables, these relationshl ps may be manifest in stationarity of Unear comblnations of the 

variables, in which case a multIvariate model will contain fewer unit ,roots toanthe individual 

series. Such a relationship Is termed cointegration (Granger 1981). Existence of a 

cointegrating relationship Implies testable restrictions on the parameters of a VAR model of 

the variables in levels. Engle and Granger have shown that a convenient way to express 

these restrictions is a vector error-correction (VEe) model. 11\ a VEe model. tagged 

deviations from any Unear relationships measuring stationary long-run equilibrium among 

the variables affect the dynamIc interactIons within a system of autoregressive equations of 

first differences of the series. Failure to impose the restrictions implied by cointegration. 

or, alternatively, failure to recognize cointegration among the variables in transforming 

individual series to obtain stationarity (such as by first differencing) can have serious 

consequences for interpretation of VAR models. 

The concerns about the time series properties of the data and its Implications for model 

specification and inference also apply to the empirical analysis which has focused on the 

effects of monetary policy Oil the agricultural sector. Much of the theoretical development 

in this area has been based on the view that the impacts of monetary policy can be evaluated 

in terms of its impact on relative prices. For example, Bordo postulated that the existence 

of labor and sales contracts of varying lengths between the agricultural and non-agricultural 

sectors of the economy will cause disproportionate price responses to monetary shocks. 

Frankel, and Rausser. Chalfant and Stamoulis argue similarly that agriculture can be viewed 

as a competitive sector in which prices are flexible compared to relatively less flexible 

prices among non .. agricultur:: sectors. ExpanSionary monetary policy then favors 
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~gri(:1Jftur~ by causing agricultural prices. to overshoot their long-runequltibrium values. 

Alternatively., TweE)ten, suggeQts that because the non-agricultural se~or is typIcally 

oUgopolistic. In nature with prices beIng set as a mark up over variablecQsts, 

non~agriculturallygenerated price shocks will place agricu~tureat a price dis~dvantage by 

creating a cost-price squeeze.F.inally. while the overshooting and cost-price squeeze 

hypotheses focus on the short run. Batten and BsJongia. Chambers and others have 

emphasizoo the hypothesis of monetary neutrality Which suggests that in the long run 

monetary shocks will have equal nominal impacts and no effect on relative prices. 

A number of empirical studies investigating these theoretical propositions about 

money. agricultural prices, and industrial prices have been conducted recently using VAR 

models. These models typically Include a feedback equation to describe the policy-setting 

behavior of the monetary authorities and reduced-form equations to capture the likely 

responses of agricultural and non-agricultural prices to shocks of monetary and sectoral 

origins. In a study for BrazU, for example, Bessler estimated that aft~r 24 months the 

response of industrial prices to a monetary shock is approximately twice the estimated effect 

of the shock on agricultural prices or the money supply Itself. Oevadoss and Meyers report 

an opposite result in a model of the money supply and agricultural and industrial prices for 

the United States. They show a statistically significant (under asymptotic distributional 

assumptions dependent on stationarity of the model) short-run shift in relative prices in favor 

of agriculture In response to a monetary shock. After 24 months, the estimated percentage 

!ncrease of agricultural prices is about one-and-one-half times greater t~an the percentage 

increase of industrial prices and nearly five times greater than the increase in the money 

supply. Orden, in contrast, reports only a slight positive effect of a shocl\ to the money 

supply on real U.S. crop prices over eight quarters in a model that includes an interest rate, 

an exchange rate. the GNP deflator, and agricultural exports, with a a greater response of 

real crop prices to interest-rate and exchange-rate shocks. Taylor and Spriggs also find the 
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exchange. rate of the U .. S. dollar against other major currencies to be an Important source 

of instability for Canadian agricultural prices and present evidence that shocks to the 

Canadian money supply cause agrlculturatprlces to rfse relative to IndustrIal prices In the 

$hort run .. 

Differences such as these among measurements of monetary impacts on nomina. and 

relative prices may be due to behavioral differences among economies. as has been 

conjectured by Bessler and Oevadossand Meyers to explain the contrast in their results. 

These differences could also be due to the sort of nonstatlonarity misspeciflcatfon issues 

raised in the macroeconomic; literature. With the exception of Taylor and Spriggs, who 

difference the money and price series, each of the VAR models of monetary impacts on 

agriculture waG estimated using levels of potentially nonstatlonary data without investigating 

this possibility or its consequences. 

This paper provides additional evidence about monetary Impacts on agriculture with 

particular attention to statistical tests for nonstationarity and cOintegration among aggregate 

money and price series and model specification b~ad on the results of these tests. Initially, 

we describe the sensitivity of empirical results c~ VAR models to incorrect maintained 

hypotheses regarding stationarity. Following Engle and Granger, we also show how 

cointegration and the VEe model specification provide a means to incorporate theoretical 

equilibrium postulates into dynamic models of nonstationary variables in a plausible and 

testable manner. We then draw on these results to investigate the hypotheses discussed 

above (overshooting. the cost-price squeeze, and long-run monetary neutrality) by 

estimating parameters of a three-variable quarterly model of the ffi:lney supply, agricultural 

prices. and manufac.:turing prices in New Zealand. For this small, open and 

agricUlturaUy-dependent economy we also investigate feedback from agricultural prices to 

the money supply and Industrial prices. 
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GeneraUy.. our results demonstrate the importance of considering th~ time series 

properties of the dale as part of an eValuation of monetary impacts onagriculfure. We find 

empirical $Upport for the hypothesis of fong-run monetary neutrality and provide estimates 

of short-run' dynamics among money and prices that Incorporate this long-run restriction. 

Specifically. we reject the hypothesis that any of the quarter.ly data series areindjvldually 

stationary in levels in favor of the hYPofhesis that each serres contains a unIt root and is 

stationary in first differences. Under the latter maintained hypothesiS, we find evldence of 

two independent stationary linear combinations of the series that redUce to one the number 

of unit roots In the three-variable model. A crucial result is that our estimates of the 

parameters of these cointegrating relationships are clJnsistent with long-run proportionality 

of the level of the money supply and the level of each nominal price. A vee model imposing 

this restriction is then estimated, tested for misspecification, and used to evaluate short-run 

and long-run money and price d, I .amics. We find statistically significant evidence that 

agricultural prices respond more quickly than manufacturing prices to a monetary shock in 

the short run, but we do not find that the short-run agricultural price response is 

proportionately greater than that of the money supply or that short-run agricultural prices 

overshoot their equilibrium value in the long run. We also find significant evidence of a 

short-run cost-price squeeze in agriculture following a manufacturing price shock, but there 

is no evidence of short-run or long-run feedback from agricultural ~ .. t~:-.,. ~t\ manufacturing 

prices or the money supply. These results from the VEe model are consistent with some 

of the Institutional characteristics of the New Zealand economy during our study period. 

They also provide a somewhat different description of money and price dynamics than has 

been reported for other countries on the basis of VAR models. For New Zealand, 

comparison of the results from the VEe model to estimates of the dynamic interactions 

among money and prices from VAR models specified under alternative maintained 

hypotheses about stationarity illustrates that in the absence of preliminary testing for the 
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1imesel'fes properties of the data. as well as for overall statistical validity of the chosen 

autogregresslve model specification. there is reason to be cautious in evaluating the 

magnUudeof the parameter estimates from a VAR model and drawingtnferences on the 

basis of the estimates that are provided. 

Stationarity, Colntegratlon, and Specification of 
Autoregressive Models 

"~old's multivariate decomposition theorem states that any mean zero stationary vector 

time series Yt can be represented CIS a weighted sum of present and past uncorrelated 

shocks, such as: 

Yt - C(L) ~t (1) 

where Yt and ~t are N x 1 vectors, C(l) is an Infinite polynominal of N x N matrices In the lag 

operator (C(L). == Co + CtL + C2L2 + ... ), and ~t is a white noise process with E[~t] = o. e 
[~t ~t t] == IN and E[~t~' t-s] .. 0. s r;.. O. In this representation. contemporaneous interactions 

among the variables in Yt determine the coefficient of Co. 

If C(l) is Invertible and its Inverse can be approximated by a flnite .. order matrix 

polynominalln the Jag operator. then Yt can be expressed In the multivariate autoregressive 

form: 

D(L)Yt = ~t (2) 

where OCl) - Do + D1L + ... Dp LP and contemporaneous interactions Coil e measured by the 

coefficients of Do- A VAR model convenient for estimation is obtained by pre multiplying (2) 

by 001 to obtain: 

A(L)Yt - Ut 
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wherEt,A(L)* ,Do-10(L), .40 ... IN and Ut Is, an Nx 1 vector of one-slep-ahead fotecasterrors, 

with Ut .. 001 'I:~' For a, ,stationary ~y$tem, the roots of tha,eharacteristlc equatlon I A(%) I 
aU tie outside ,the unit circle, and C(L), which concisely expr~sses the effects of$ach $hock 

anth9 dynamic paths of 1he components of Ytf fs recoverable from knowledge of A(L.). 

Since Wotd'stheorem applies to stationary vector time series, the properties of the data 

have important lmplicatlon$ for the performance of empirical VAR models and the statistIcal 

validity of inferances drawn from them. If Yt is generated by a stationary stochastic process 

and each equation in the VAR Is of the same order. then. under normality, OLS wlU provide 

~pproximate maximum likelihood estimates in large samples (Harvey). tn this case. us.ual 

classical hypothesis testing of restrictions on the parameters In the VAR are also 

asymptotlcally justified and. given identifying restrictions on Do • estimates of the elements 

of C(L) tn (1l can be recovered from the VAR specification. The presence of a deterministic 

time trend in each series does not complleate matters since trends in the mean and other 

deterministic components can be extracted before the statistical analysis begIns. 

Alternatively. suppose that each series in Yt is nonstationary because [t contains a unit 

root. Again assuming aU deterministic components have been extracted. in place of (3). 

there exists a finite-order muftlvariate autoregressive form in differences: 

* A (L) (1 - L) Yt 11\1 Ut (4) 

p 
where A*(L) - I + AfL + ... + A't_1LP-1 a!ld Af - - I: A)e 1 The fag polynominal 

)-1+1 
A*(L) is of fun rank and al! of its roots are outside the unit circle. Hence. the differences 

model is stationary and there exists a multivariate Wold representation: 

* (1 - L) Yt =-: C (L) ~t (5) 

Several implications of estimating a model such as (3) when the data are generated by 

model (4) have been highlighted in the literature. First, approximate maximum likelihood 
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estimators Qfthe parametenJ oltha VAR may be difficult to obtalnstnce, a$ shown by Phillips 

and Ourlauf,OLS will produce consistent parameter estimates but. depending on what 

deterministic trend components are included in the true model and theregres$ion equation, 

thes$ estimators may not beasymptotlcaHy normally distributed. Second. a$ a 

consequence, tests onparamaters can have non-standard asymptotIc distributions which 

may have to be calculated numerically unless the nun hypothesis of Interest c.sn be written 

as one or more restrictIons on ~ean zero stationary variables or linear combinations of 

variablss (Sims. Stock and Watson). In partIcular. distributions of sums-of-coefflclents· and 

Granger causality test statistics are not easily found. Third. since 't is nonstationary, the 

autoregressive model can not be inverted to recover an infinite-order moving average 

representatfon. This invalidates simulations based on the impulse response functions from 

a VAR that otherwIse provide a useful means to estimate the net responses of variables in . 
1he model 10 speciflcshoeks without n.aintain\ng strict ceterus paribus assumptions on the 

evolution of other variables (Pagan). 

Before concluding that presence of a unit root in each series implies that the variables 

in a model should be differenced prior to estimation, a third possibility to consider is that 

there are linear combinations of the individual series that are stationary. This is the special 

case of a model with unit roots where the number of such roots is less than the number of 

variables. In this case, differencing each series indivlduaJlj leads to overdlfferencing of a 

multlvarlate model-

It.. stationary Unear combination of nonstationary variables can be viewed as a long-run 

tfquilibrtum relationship amofig the tima series where the linear constraint: 

(6) 

is satisfied In the long-run equiltbrium. Y!"~ long-run equilibrium relationship may not hold 

in all periods. Rather. tn some periods It will be the case that: 
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(7) 

Here, Zit represent.s a deviation from the long-run equilibrium which can be called an 

error-correction term. The sequence of zIt's Is itself a time series variable. Given an fnitial 

deviation from equttibrium, the error-correction term is not likely to return to zero In the next 

periOd~ However, if the series is stationary then therewlU be a tendency for ~he long .. wn 

equilibrium relationship to be reestablished over time and the variables in Yt are said to be 

cointegrated.,1 

Since any cointegrating relationahip involvs.s at least two variables. there can be at 

most r S N-1 linearly independent cofntegratin{1 vectors which produce ZJls that are 

statfonary. where N-r Is the number of unlt roots in the system.. In a two-variable model, 

there can be at most one colntegrating relationship and. if such a relationship exists, it is 

unique.. For models of more than two varlables and more than one colntegratlng 

relationship, however. cointegrationcan be expressed by any nurr:: .0;' of equivalent 

reparametenzations of the cointegratlng vectors. For example, in a three-vnriable system 

with a 8ingl,F,\ unit root the cointegrating relationships can be exp.ressed by: 

(8) 

where: 

[
Y1t] 

[1 412 0.]: Yt" Y2t: Zt" [Z1t]. 
o 1 "23 Z2t 

)'3t 

(9) 

Tbe vectors 41 '.42 ' span tbe space of relationships among the three variables that produce 

stationary series of error-correction terms. Any linear combination of these vectors wt,luld 

provide an equivalent expression of Gointegration. 
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Granger (1981) and Engle and Granger have shown that cointegration among the 

v24rlables in Yt implies restrictions on the coefficient matrices of the moving average 

representation of Ytin differences (equation (5» and on the coefficient matrIces of the 

autQregressive representation ofYt in levels (equation (3). In particular. C*(1) is of rank N-r 

and A(1) is of rank r. Engle and Granger have also proven a representation theorem that 

establishes that for cointegrated variables for which there exists a finite-order 

autoregressive representation in levels, there also always exists a stationary VEe model of 

the form: 

* A (L)(1 - L}Yt = - yZt-1 + Ut (10) 

where y is an N x r matrix (y¢O) such that C*(1)y = O. :I 

The autoregressive form of the VEe model (10) shows that one-period-lagged deviations 

from the equilibrium expressed by cointegrating relationships affect the dynamic interactions 

within a system of autoregressive equations of differences of the variables through the 

parameters of the 1 matrix. In the VEe model, short-run dynamics are flexib!e while long-run 

constraints among levels of the varIables Implied by colntegratlon are satisiied. The model 

allows the error-correction process that returns the system to equilibrium to be gradu.al. 

Thus, an error-correction model can produce accurate forecasts of responses to 

disequilibriating shocks over reasonable horizons (Hendry, Nickell). 

Presence of co Integration has several implications for estimation, inference. and 

forecasting. The VEe model provides a basis for efficient parameter estimation which 

Imposes the restrictions implied by cointegratlon. Since all of the variables In the VEe 

model are stationary. usual asymptotic justifications for parameter estimates and hypothesiS 

tests apply and the autoregressive model can be inverted, validating dynamic simulations 

based on the moving average representation. As pointed out above, Sims, Stock and 

Watson have shown that standard asymptotic distribution theory can also be applied to 
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portions of .a model in levels involving cointegrated variables. However, since a VAR In 

levels of ~olntegrated series omits rank reducing constraints on A(1). It will produce 

parameter estimates and forecasts that are asymptotically consistent but are Inefficient 

(Engle and Y"o). A VAR of differenced data Is nested within the VEe specification, but is 

misspecified ·If the data are cointegrated since it omits the error-correction terms. 

A Model of New Zealand Money and Prices 

Some Background on the New Zealand Economy 

New Zealand Is a smaU and agriculturally trade-dependent nation. The farming sector 

accounts for around 10 percent of GOP and, Including processed agricultural products. 

around 55 percent of current account receipts. The New Zealand economy also contains a 

well-developed manufacturing base contributing some 25 percent of GOP. Hence, the 

sectorial effects of monetary policy and the dynamic relationships between the farming and 

manufacturing sectors in terms of relative prices. resource allocation, and profitability are 

important. 

Histcrically, a variety of policies and characteristics of the New Zealand economy have 

served to insulate it from the world economy. Until 1986. domestic monetary policy and a 

fixed exchange-rate policy were closely coordinated. Nomin' "-=hange rate adjustments 

were undertaken periodically to maintain a relatively stable real exchange rate (Rayner and 

Lattimore). The manufactur'ng sector rece-ived relatively high levels of import protection, 

primaril~' based on import quotas on noal goods. The manufacturing sector has also been 

characterized by a highly centralized wage-setting process and there is evidence that 

industry has been able to administer cost-plus-markup pricing policies (Chapple). The 

agricultural sector, in contrast, has been primarily a price taker in international mar'<ets. It 
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has been subject to various stabilization schemes but has received relatively low leveJs of 

direct producer assistance (Lattimore). 

Recently, there has been a general liberalization of economic policy in New Zealand. 

The fbud exchange rate regime has been replaced by market-determined rates (March 

1985), a trend toward exposing the manufacturing sector to greater international competition 

has been accelerated, and producer assistance and stabilization programs in agriculture 

have been eliminated (1985). 

StationarltyProperlies of the IndivIdual Money and Prices Series 

The doa used for our model of money and prices are quarterly. initiaUy seasonally 

unadjusted series on the money supply, M1, agricultural prices. FP. and manufacturing 

prices, IP. from 1963:1 through 1987:1. The data are from the New Zealand Reserve Bank 

and Department of Statistics data bases and are transformed by taking logarithms. The 

measure of money is the level of M1 (currency plus demand deposits), and the prices are 

nominal producer output price indices excluding taxes and subsidy payments. The series 

are plotted in figure 1.4 Money and the two price indices have risen over time, with 

agricultural prices exhibiting more variabiiity than manufacturing prices or money and an 

apparent tendency for the money and price series not to move too far apart over long 

periods. 

Formal tests of the stationarity characteristics of the individual money and price series 

are summartzad in table 1. For each series, a fourth-order autogressive equation in levels 

was reparameterized as: 

(11) 

where et is assumed to be distributed N.I.I.O.(O.q2). These equations were estimated by OLS 

to test for the presence of a unit root ({J2 - 0) while allowing for the possibility of a non-zero 
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T -=92(1964:2-1987:1) 

Sta,tionanty S .. tistics 

.Hypothesis 

Unit IOot(/J2 == 0) 

Dickcy .. Pu11ertcst a 
Stock-Watson test b 

Deterministic trend c 
WI == O. given P2 .. 0) 

Driftc 
(JJO == 0. given P2 -= 0) 

Summary and misspecification statistics 

Statistic Distribution 

R2 
q% 

HSd F(47,2S) 

ARCH x2(4) 

CHO\V6 F(S.76) 

SK x2(2) 

.. l'r;ject null hypothesis at the 0.10 level 
•• reject null hypothesis at the 0.05 leveL 
••• reject null hypothesis at the 0.01 level. 

AMI 

·2.666 
.. IS.67J 

1.890· 

AM! 

0.69 

1.06 

2.02· 

3.13 

2.08· 

1.67 

Series 

AlP AFP 

.2.786 .3.280· 
-16.0S7 -18.177 

0.76S 0.560 

2.040·· 1.725· 

Senes 

AlP AFP 

0.56 0.25 

1.09 4.19 

1.21 4.2S··· 

5.08 8.19· 

0.52 1.10 

0.67 2.00 

a Significance level of the test statistic based on the distribution reported in Dickey and Fuller. 

b Significance level of the test statistic based on the distribution reported in Stock and Watson (1987a). 

C Test statistic fonows standard t distribution. 

d Test forhomoscedasticity over the sub samples 1964:2-1971:4 and 1974:1-1987:1. 

C Test for post-sample predictive stability for 1986:1-1987:1 with the model estimated over 1964:2-1985:4. 



dete.rminlstic trend and higher Qrder dynamics In ,the $E!ries.' Dickey-Fuller and 

Stock-Watson (1.986) tests of the null hypothesis that the fndivlduaJ serlas contain unit roots 

are reported. The ,results suggest that thahypothesis of a unit root can not be reJected at 

the Q.10signm~nce level for M1 andlP based on either test, or at the 0.05 level for FP under 

the Dickey-Fuller test, or 0.10 level under the Stock-Watson test. On the basi.s of these 

results. t tests were then conducted on the significance of Pi (the coefficIent on the Unear 

time trend). and Po (the constant or drift component) condlUonal on the maintained 

hypothesis of a unit root in each series. Only the M1 series exhibits significant trend 

behavior at the 0.10 level. but a zero drift component is rejected at the 0.10 level for all three 

serIes.' Of the final univariate autoregresslons (with drift but without time trend), the model 

for FP has the lowest adjusted R2, as shown In the lower half of t~ble 1, and the estimate 

regression standard error is higher than for M1 or IP. 

Acceptance of the unit root hypothesis is also conditional on the statistical adequacy 

of the specified autoregressive models. Tharefore, results of several misspecification tests 

for models (11.) with the unit root assumption Imposed are reported in the lower half of table 

1. The results are generally supportive of the statistical validity of the maintained 

specification. Tests of whether the estimated residual variances are constant over the sub 

samples 1964:2-1971:4 and 1974:1-1987:1, denoted HS, yield mixed results, with 

homoscedasticlty rejected for the FP regression residuals at the 0.01 level and marginally for 

the M1 residuals (see Spanos pg. 484 for the test). The ARCH statistic developed by Engle 

provides an indication of whether the estimated variances behave autoregressively. In our 

case, the possibility that the variances follow a fourth-order autoregression is not supported, 

relative to the null that the variances are constant. though there is weak evidence of ARCH 

effects In the FP equation.. Recursive estimation of the parameters of each equation was 

undertaken to further explore the ser'iousness of the time dependency problem. The results 

(not shown) indicated quite stable time paths of the estimators for all three equations, except 
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during the 1972-t914 .. periOd. Thus. there appears to be no underlying stnlctural change In 

the parameters Qfthemodels.. An Indication of this parameter stabUityis that with the 

sampleperlod restricted to 1963:1-1985:4. homoscedasticity of the sample and .post-samp.le 

data is not rejected and. as shown in table 1. Chow tests for predictive stability over 

1986:1-1987:1 provide little evidence that changes in the parameters have a statistically 

significant impact on their .predictive performance. Finally, the results from a series of 

skewness .. kurtosis tests (Bara and Jarque) are consistent with the estimated residuals being 

normally distributad. These tests are distributed as a %2 (2) and are denoted SK In the table. 

Testa for Colntegratlon 

Tests for thepresenca of cOintegration among money, manufacturing prices. ~ nd 

agric;ultural prices in New Zealand were undertaken conditional on ti'le maintained 

hypothesis that each sarles contains a unit root and a drift. Stock has shown that o~.s 

theoretically provides consistent estimates of the cOintegratlng vectors (the ttl In (9» In static; 

bi-variate regressions of current-dated variables in levels (with a constant included to adjust 

for differences In means). The residuals from these regressions provide estimates of the 

equilibrium errors, Zit'S, :md tests for cointegration among the series are based on testing 

for stationarity of these series of residuals. 

Our estimates of the cointe\,fsting vectors from bivariate regressions among money 

and prices are reported at the top of table 2. Any two regressions that include all three 

variables provide estimates of possible cointegrating vectors that span the space of bivariate 

cOintegrating relationships that may exist among the three series. Nevertheless, for 

completeness we report the results from all of the regressions. 

As shown in table 2. the estimated cointegrating parameters are concentrated around 

a value of one. This suggests that any long-run relationships among the series are almost 

proportional. Reversing the dependent and independent variables produces lpproximately 
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T .. 92 (1964:2-1987:1) 

Regte$$Or II' 

CointesraUng resr=ions 

E$tbDa1c. of. « .. a . lJ 0.85 

R2 0.98 

Coint;gration tests b 

Unxestricted model ·2.8S· 

Res1rlcted model ·265 
(ev. 1) 

• reject null hypothesis. at the 0.10 level 
\tit rejectnuU hypothesis at the O.;OS level 
···:reject null hypothesis at the O.Ollcvel. 

Ml 

FP 

0.95 

0.97 

-3.65·· 

-3.69·· 

Dependent Variable 

IP F·P 

Ml FP Ml IP 

1.14 1.13 1.04 O~86 

0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 

-3.00· -S.41··· -3.77· ... 5.45.·· 

-2.65 -3.29·· -3.69·· -3.29·· 

a The coefficient "if is the only unknown coefficient of a bi-variate cointegrating vector (41 in equation (9» 
normalized so tl1c coefficient of the dependent variable is one. 

b Augmented Dickey~Fuller test for a unit root in the residuals from the cointcgrating xegression. 
Significance level of the test statistic based on the distribution reported in Engle and Granger (1987). 



inverSepar8meterestlm~tes (up to 1~R2 t see Engle and Granger, pg. 261). The parameter 

estimates alsQ come veryclo~e to satisfytng the transitivity that would arise from 

determining the coeftlcieot of any thirclequationafgebralcallyfrom estimated parameters of 

any' two other equations. 

Results of test$. for 'colntegratlon based on the residuals from the bivariate regressions 

are reported In the lower part of table 2. ThE:' nun hypothesis is that there is no colntegration 

and the residuals from the bivariate regressions contain a unit root. The alternative. 

hypothesis Is that the linear combination of variables in the corresponding regression are 

co integrated so that the residuals are stationary. The statistical test is a Dickey-Fuller tast 

(allowing- for the possibility of higher order dynamics ;n the error process by including four 

tagged residuals in the model) adjusted for the dependence of the ZIt's on the estimated 

cofntegrating paramett;!fs (Engle and Granger). On the basis of this test, we reject the nun 

hypothesis that the residuals contain a unit root at the 0.01 leveJ for an IP,FP r~gresslon in 

either direction (reversing the dependent and Independent var·~bles). For the M1.FP 

regressions. the null hypothesis is rejected at the 0.05 level. The results for the M1.IP 

regression are less conclusive, but a unit root in the residuals is rejected at the 0.10 level.7 

Because the initial parameter estimates from the bivariate regressions among money 

and prices are close to unitary this restriction was imposed on the colntegrating regressions 

and new residuals (Zit's) were estimated and tested for unit roots. Stationarity of the 

resJdua!s from cointegrating regreSSions imposing this restriction implies long-run 

proportionality between the level of the money supply and the level of each of the nominal 

prices. The Dickey-Fuller test results srown In table ~ for the restricted model suggest that 

the money and price series are colntegrated wl • .a· this restriction (s imposed, though again 

the eVidence fs weakest (colntegration Is not supported) for the estimated M1.IP relationship. 

To summarize, our tests of the time--series properties of the data for the money supply. 

agricultural prices, and manufacturing prices In New Zealand suggest that each series 

IS 



containa a unit f'Qots *,nd isstatloilsryln first differences with a drift. The thfee v.ariabtes· 

appt;tar:tobe CQintegrated, with linear combinanonsof the v.ariablt;lsFP~Mt, IP-FP, andM1-IP 

stationary (in logarithms and with means extracted). Thus. the number of unit roptsln a 

system of these three variables hI reduced to one. This provides evidence of long-run 

equilibrium relationships between money and prices. Unrestricted estimates of the 

cotnt~rating vectors areconslstent with long-run proportlonlity of the levels of money and 

the nominal prices and residuals from the colntegratlng regressions are stationary when this 

restriction is imposed.' 

A V . :or Error-Correction Model of Money and Price Dynamics 

Based on the preceding evidence, a three-variable VEe model (in the form of (10» was 

estimated by OL.S using first differences of each series. a constant term, and the 

error-correction residuals from the restricted IP.FP and FP.M1 cOintegrating regressions. A 

third-order Jag structure for the system was chosen based on a series of Sims' modified 

likelihood ratio tests (198Oa) and Akalke's Information Criterion. The lag selection test 

results are reported at the top of table 3. 

Basic estimation results and misspeclfIcatlon statistics for the VEC model are presented 

at the bottom of table 3. The adjusted R2,s from the estimated forecasting equations are 

higher than from the univariate models (except for the AlP equation). There is weak 

evidence of heteroscedastlcityll and ARCH effects in the AM1 equation. but less evidence of 

either effect in the 6.FP equation than In the univariate model. The Chow tests for predictive 

stability are consistent with stable parameter estimates and the SK statistic indicates 

normally distributed residuals for all three equations. Together. these results imply that the 

VEe model provides a reasonably robust statistical model. The evidence from our 

cointegration tests in support of a VEe model ao an appropriate specification for evaluating 

dynamic Interactions Among the money and price series is reinforced by rejection of the 
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Tah16:3~ S~ au4.~on,atatistics{or .~or e.n:ot.-corm;non (VEC)model of money ,and 
~in New ze.Jand 

T ~92 (1964:2-1981:1) 

Lasler1gth sckdion 

Tcst 

Modified Jikelihood 
ratio· test a 

5 

1.2..1 

Akaikc'sinformation 
criterion -23.14 -23.84 

Summazy and misJpecificatio statistk:s 

Statistic Distribution 

AMI 

i2 0.71 

"",. 1.03 

asb F(47.2S) 2.19-

ARCH %2(4) 8.52· 

CHOWC F(4.1O) 1.99 

SK x2(2) 1.03 

• ~ nuBhypotbesisat tho 0.10 level. 
•• rejeCt null bypotbcsis at the 0.05 leveL 
••• reject null hypothesis at the O.Ol1eveL 

Number of lag! 

4 3 

9.98 8.36 

-23.91 .24.00 

Series 

MP 

0.54 

1.13 

1.19 

3.07 

0.99 

0.44 

a Test statistic follows a x2 distribution with 9 degrees of freedom. 

2 

·23.93 

aFP 

0.40 

3.73 

3.S8-· 

4.34 

1.64 

1.18 

b T=t Cor homosccda.sticity over the sub samples 1964:2 .. 1971:4 and 1974:1 .. 1987:1. 

.23.92 

C Test forpo$t-satnple predictive stability for 1986:1·1987:1 with the model estimated over 1964:2 .. 1985:4. 



restriction that the coefficients of the error-correction terms are jointly zero. The calculated 

statistic (not. shown in table 3) is F(6.71)-S.37. which Is significant at the 0.05 level. 

Structural SpeciRcatlon and Simulation Results 

To trace the dynamic effects of monetary. manufacturing-price. and agrlcuttural-price 

shocks, the estimated vee model Is reparameterized to it!.J equivalent VAR formulation in 

levels of the variables. With this reparameterlzation. the error .... ':Orrection terms are 

Incorporated into the Jagged variables of the autoregressive model. The resulting model can 

be inverted to obtain impulse response functions that capture the effects of deviations from 

long-run equilibrium on the dynamic paths followed by each variable in response to Initial 

shocks. In contrast, a standard procedure of inverting the autoregressive components of the 

VEe model to obtain impu.lse response functions will misrepresent dynamics of the economy 

because the error-correction terms will be treated as deterministic constants. 

Structural interpretation of the VEe model also requires identifying assumptions about 

contemporaneous interactions among the variables. We assume a recursive orthogonal 

order that aUows a Choleskl decomposition of the covariance matrix of the model's 

one-step-ahead forecast errors. Impulse response functions and their gO-percent confidence 

bounds were calculated for several recursive orders using a Monte carlo integration 

algorithm with 200 draws from the poSl.erlor distribution of each response estimate (Ooan 

and Litterman, chpt. 17). The results for the orthogonal order M1.IP.FP are plotted in figure 

2 for a twenty-quarter forecast hc::'ton. This orthogonal order allows money supply shocks 

the most opportunity to affect the price variables by attributing to the monet~ry shock any 

contemporaneous correlations between the forecast errors for money and pricos.· 

The point estimates from the impulse response Jnctlo!"l~ in figure 2 show that the 

dy.namic responses of money and prices depend on the source of the initial shock. The 

long-run percentage responses to a given shock, however, are approximately equal among 
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the thre9variabJes. ThisrefJects long-run equilibrium and the unitary cointegrating 

parameters. After any given shock. equality of the paint estimates of the impulse responses 

from the VEe model occurs around 30 quarters. 

Interpretation of the point estimates of the impulse responses !=fhown in figure 2 must 

be qualified bacause their estimated standard errors Increase rapldly."o Nonetheless, in 

terms of whether the posterior probability is concentrated on zero, negative I or po~ (Uve 

values, the confidence bounds suggest several general observations about the like" time 

paths for money and prices aftf: specific shocks. In particular: 

1. A positive monetary shock raises the leveJs of the money supply and agricultural and 

manufacturing prices in the long run. Agricultural prices are immediately responsive to 

the monetary shock and display some indication of a cyclical respc.'nse pattern, while 

manufacturing prices start to rp.spond only after a lag of 4 quarters. Since agricultural 

prices move toward 1; '9 new long-run equilibrium level faster than manufacturing prices. 

positive monetary shocks induce a shift in relative prices in favor of agriculture in the 

short run. However. agricultural prices do not exhibit a greater proponlonal response 

than the money supply in the short run, nor do they overshoot their own long-run 

equilibrium level In response to a monetary shock. 

2. A pfJsitiva shock to manufacturing p~·ices also raises the long-run levels of all three 

series. Because of a relatively slow response of agricultural prices, a shock to 

manufacturmg prices initially places agriculture in a cost-price squeeze. Moreover. 

agricultural prices start to rise only when the money supply begins to respond to the 

shock to manufacturing prices. 

3. The own response to a shock to agricultural prices displays a dampening oscillatory 

pattern and is not persJstent. Neither the money supply nor manufacturing prices shows 
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anysignlficant short-run re.sponse, so there is a short-run shift In relative prices in favor 

of agriculture. In the long run, in contrast to the permanent shift in the level of each 

series induced by shocks to the money supply or manufacturing prices. a new 

equilibrium of each series is established at around the same I~vel as before the 

agricultural price shock occurred. Thus, there Is neither a short-run nor long-run 

response of the money supply or manufacturing prices to an agricultural price shock and 

nominal and relative prIces eventually return to their initial levels. 

The point estimates of the impulse response functions from the VEe model provide an 

interesting empirical account of money and price dynamics in New Zealand. With respect 

to policy issues, it appears that monetary policy has affected the agricultural and 

manufacturing sectors differently over the short to medium term, though in the long run the 

two price levels move together. Moreo·ver. the response of the money supply to 

manufacturing price shocks is consistent with the monetary authorities accommodating 

domestic price increases in d situatIon In which quantitative lmport restrictions providing 

high levels of prot&dion have allowed domestic manufacturing prices to deviate from world 

price levels. Thllugh we detect tittle evidence of structural change so far. an important 

question will be wii~ther thh.' price autonomy and monetary responsiveness will persist if 

current policies to liberalize manufacturing are pursued. 

Our failure to detect any effect of agricultural prices on the money supply stands in 

contrast to the long-run responsiveness of the money supply to shocks to manufacturing 

prices and also has implications related to the recent liberalization of the New Zealand 

economy_ Over the sample period, the agricultural sector has been a price taker on world 

markets under a regime of gradually adjusting nominal exchange rates. The lack of feedback 

from agricultural prices to the money supply suggests unwillingness of the monetary 

authorities to accommodate world agricultural price shocks and provides evidence that the 

authorities have succeeded with such a policy. Stabilization schemes that locked farm 
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earnings In tl'le Central Bank during periods of high world prices may have contributed to the 

ability of the monetary authorities to insulate New Zea!and from external Inflationary and 

deflationary pressure arIsing from agriculture and spread over time the effects that 

agricultural price shocks hays on New Zealand's current account. Since 1985, these 

stabilization programs have been abandoned. Again. if the current lIberalization Is pursued 

an important policy issue will be whether past dynamic patterns of responses to agric41tural 

price shocks persist or whether these shocks will induce greater instability in the money 

supply or manufacturIng prices. 

In terms of the policy issues raised by our evaluation of the money and price dynamics 

in New Zealand. it is interesting to compare the results shown in figure 2 to Impuli;e 

r.esponsesfrom VAR models specified under alternative aSttumptlons about the time series 

properties of the money and price data. Two VAR models were estimated: a fourth .. order 

model1n levels, under the maintained hypothesis of stationarity, and a third-order model in 

first dJfferenc~s (without the error-correction terms). under the maintained hypothesis of 

Independent unit roots. The point estimates of impulse responses from the VAR in levels 

are generally similar to those from the VEe model.11 This is consistent with Engle and Yoo's 

theorem that when nonstationary variables are cointegrated, parameter estimates from an 

unrestricted levels model are consistent but inefficient. In the levels model, the point 

estimates of the impulse responses following any specific shock fail to converge to common 

values even after 40 quarters. 

In contrast to the similarity of the results from the VEe model and VAR model in levels, 

impulse response functions quite unlike those from the VEe model are computed for the VAR 

model estimated in differences without the error-correction terms. Estimates from the 

differences model (reparameterized to evaluate impacts of each shock on levels of the 

variables) suggest both a more-than-proportionate short-run response of agricultural prices 

to a money supply shock and that in the short run agricultural prices overshoot their long-run 
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level. The own, response to a manufacturing prIce shock is persistent In thta differences 

model and is largely matched .by agrIcultural prices, while the money suppIYr~~po"ds 

slowet and to a lower revel even avera long horizon. Finally, own responses toagrfcuJtural 

prIce shocks are persl$fent but neither the money supply nor manufacturing'priees reJPond, 

suggesting a 'long-run 'shlftJn relative prices In 'favor of agriculture. Inferences th~.t would 

be drawn from these results are quite different than those drawn on the .basis aftha Impulse 

response functions from the VEe model. 

Conclusions 

In this paper. analysis of the statfonarlty propertIes of the data has been shown to be 

Important to developing a descrIption of the dynamic relationships among money and prices 

in New Zealand and to be closely related to evatuatlon of the hypothesis of lontf-run 

monetary neutrality. Tests for stationarity failed to reiect the presence of unit roots in the 

individual series for money. manufacturing prices, and agricultural prices. There Is also 

evidence of long-run equilibrium relationships among levels of the money and the price 

serles that reduces the number of unit roots In a system of equations for these variables 

from three to one. Further, estimates of the coefficients of the cointegratfng vectors 

reflecting these equilibrium relationships are consistent with the long-run r~eutrality of 

money and long-run proportionality between levels of the money supply and each of the 

nominal prices. Thus, our results provide strong empirical support for the long .. run monetary 

neutrality hypothesis that is widely assumed In theoretical models but the implications of 

which are often ignored In empirical analysis. 

When the long-run equilibrium relationships found to characterize the money and price 

data are Incorporated In a VEe model an interesting data-congruent description of short-run 

money and price dynamics in New Zealand emerges. In terms of broad hypotheses about 

these dy.namics. we find that agricultural prices respond differently to monetary shocks than 
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manufacturing prices, aSlld$lUlated by Bordo. Theargumenttoat Industrial price.shocks 

place agriculture in acost-prl<:9 ,squeezaafso receives SupPQrt.Howov~r, we do not·ftnd 

$vidence that agricultural prIces riseproportionatetymorethan th~ mcmey supply lethe 

short run' nor that they overshoot their' own long~run 'tevall" response! tOQ monetary shock. 

Th$ Importance of preliminary evaluation of tile stationarity properties of the money and 

price data and its fmplicattonsformodel specificatIon is Illustrated by comparing the impt.dse 

response functions from the VEe model with those estimated from VAR model; under 

alternative maintained hypotheses about unit roots. In the New Zealand case. the VEe 

model provides more precise parameter estimates than an unrestricted VAR model in levels. 

A VAR model in differences provides Impulse response functions that are quite different. and 

in several ways less plausible, than those from the VEe model. Impulse response functions 

from the differences model would support different policy Inferences than those drawn from 

the error-correction specification. 

While our analysis demonstrates the importance of considering the stationarity 

properties of the data as part of an evaluation of money and price interactions in New 

Zealand. some caveats about our results should also be noted. The acceptability of an 

empirical model should be considered only tentative until it has beensuccessfuUy tested 

against new data, different criteria, and rival models. The VEe model we have presented is 

a small closed system that omits the potential influence of other variables. Inferences drawn 

from the model may also be limited by the recursive structure Imposed. Assuming that the 

data itself Is rich enough to reveal the underlying phenomena of interest, the development 

of larger dynamic models with mora appealing contemporaneous structures Is a priority for 

future research. 
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Footnotes 

i The relationship between A(L) and A*(t) can be seen by reparameterlzing A(L)Yt as 

A(t) Yt - IVt + [Ai + ... + Ap]Yt-1 + [- Aa - ... - Ap](Yt-1 - Yt-2) 

+ ... + [ -Ap](Yt-(P-1) - Yt-p) 

When each series contains an Independent unit root -[Ai + ... + Ap] - . and the model 

can be rewritten In differences as In (4). The relationship between C(l.) and C*(L.) is less 

direct. since an Infinlte-order movIng average representation does not exist for the levels 

of a nonstationary Yt- Instead, assuming Ct =- 0 for t S 0, from (5): 

Which yields: 

2 Formally, the elements of a vector Yt are said to be cointegrated of order (d, b) If ali 

components of Yt are Integrated of order d (denoted I(d); for example, series that are 

nonstationary because they contain a unit root are 1(1)}. and there exists a vector ex :F 0 

such that tI'Yt - Zt is I(d-b). b> O. The vector at IS called the cointegrating vector. 

:I In the case of colntegratlon, -[Ai + ... + ApJ :F I. The reparameterized model A(L)Yt can 

be .expressed as: 
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A(L.)Yt - l{Yt - Vt-1) + [I ..... At + '.' + Ap]Yt-1 .... . .. + [- Ap] (Yf-(P-1) - Yt-p) 

Comparing this$xpression to (i0). one can see using (7) that: 

1«'- [I + A1 + ... + ApJ iIIII A(1) 

which Is part of Granger's representation theorem. 

4 The existence of seasonality In the series was investigated by examination of the 

autocorrelation functions and the joint significance of seasonal dummy variables in 

univariate forecasting equations for each ·variable. The results suggested that only the 

money supply variable exhibited strong seasonality. which was adjusted for via the 

Holt-Winter smoothing technique as described in Ooan and Litterman. The price series 

are unadjusted. 

I The lag length for the univariate models was chosen on the basis of a series of Sim's 

modified likelihood ratio tests at the 0.05 probability level. For each series a fourth-order 

model in levels was selected. 

I As discussed in the Introduction. there is widespread evidence that unit roots are common 

among aggregate macroeconomic variables. The presence of a drift parameter and a unit 

root in the autoregressive model of a time-series suggests that the series consists of a 

deterministic linear trend, a random-walk component, and a stationary component. The 

inclusion of a time trend suggests that there is a nonlinear deterministic time component 

of the series in levels In addition to the other processes. For money and prices 

specifically, additional evIdence on the time series properties of aggregate data has been 

reported for the U.S. in Stock and Watson (1987b). For the sample period 196(}-1985, they 
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ffnd'that .. oomlnaIM.11sstationry In differences arQund a drift and linear' tirnetrendand thea 

whQlesaleprice inde)(ls stationary in differences with a drift. As In our case. these 

results rest on the assumption that the underlying process tsst (eist approximately an 

autoregressive model. Schwert (1987) also finds evidence for unit roots in several money 

and price· series for the U.S. basEKl on the aotoregresslve model. How~ver. he suggests 

that a moving a\'erage process may be a more appropriate model. We find no evidence 

to suggest the af' t\ 'regressive model is inconsistent with the data for money and prices 

in New Zealand. 

1 e" transitivity. if Mi,FP and FP,IP are cointegrated. then, equivalently, IP,FP are also 

colntegrated. DIfferences In the test statics may be due to the low power of the tests. 

Also, Banerjee. Oolado, Hendry, and Smith find that, in practice, tests based on a static 

bivariate fEigresston often lead tal an erroneous over rejection of cointegration. 

• Given this -evidence of long-run neutrality of money and proportlonalfty of the level of the 

money supply and the level of each of the nominal prices, one might anticipate little 

Impact of money on real output In New Zeeland in the long run. Using real GNP ~iS a 

proxy for output, in a third-order univariate autoregression we find evidence of a unit root 

In. the real output series (the Dickey-Fuller test statistic Is -2.1 and the Stock Watson test 

statistic is 14.S wh1ch are not significant at the 0.10 level). We fail to reject the hypothesis 

that money and real output are not cointegrated at the 0.10 level of significance. We also 

reject Granger causality from money growth to real output growth F(8.73) = 2.02 In a 

bivariate VAR which Is not slgniflcant at the 0.10 level). This evIdence corroborates the 

monetary neutrality results from our model of money and prices. 
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tt Th$ Choles.kl<f~<»mpC)Sitton has been the common meanfJ ofldentificatlon, ·Qf VAR models 

and chQJ(:e of an orthug()oal order is an Important part of model Interpretation.. Granger 

CClusalftyte$ts provide soma useful h,formation about lag relationships among the 

variables. In our case, fOf' mQd~ls lnlevels of the variables. the p-values oftha F .. tests for 

lags of M1,IPand FP are, retlpectlvely. 0.00, 0.08 and 0.01 in the M1 equatton; 0.27. 0.00 

and 0.40 (n thelP equatJon; and 0.12. 0.01 and 0.00 in the FP equation. These results are 

suggestive of feedback relationships among money and prices, the magnitude and 

directIon 01 which can be evaluated efficiently and conveniently based on the Impulse 

response functions from the VEe model. The Granger causaUty results are also 

consistent with our colntegratlon testo. slnts cointegratlon implies. Granger causality in 

at feast one direction (Granger 1986). However, the Granger causality tests provide Uttle 

in the way of explicit criteria for choosing an orthogonal order since they do not provide 

any information on the contemporaneous interactions among the variables. Cholcs of an 

orthogonal order must rest on a priori logical grounds. Comparing impulse response 

functions for alternative orthogonallzations of a VAR or VEC model may then shed some 

light on the importance of different assumptions about the contemporaneous correlations 

among the variables. For our model, the results are largely invariant to the orthogonal 

order. with impulse responses and theIr confidence bounds for two alternatives (IP,FP,M1 

and FP,IP.M1) almost Identifieal to those shown In figure 2. Nonrecursive Ident:fylng 

assumptions can also be considered. as In Blanchard, Bernanke, Sims, or Orden and 

Fackler, but were not examined in our study. 

to Runkle has shown that the asymptotic t-statistlc for the nth term in the impulse response 

function goes to zero at the rate aln, where a is the point estimate of the nth response. 

The effect of a current shock tit gets multiplied by an, so its importance can diminish 

rapidly. 
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tfRQsutta from the levels and differences mod.els are, .not shown but are available from the 

authors on request. 
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